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1. About Red Bull 
This report has the main purpose of presenting essential data gathered through 

monitoring Red Bull’s social media activities over a period of three weeks. Moreover, 

it will focus on Red Bull in a global context. Red Bull is the producers of the most 

popular energy drink in the world, and the beverage is sold in 164 countries with an 

estimated four billion cans sold a year (Red Bull, 2013). 

Red Bull has developed from being solely an energy drink company to becoming a 

worldwide media house, with a main focus of building brand content and connecting 

it with their universal slogans “Red Bull Gives You Wings”, and “No Red Bull, No 

Wings”. Red Bull creates brand content through sponsoring extreme sport athletes 

and sport events around the world, as snowboarding, surfing, race car driving, BMX 

and air shows. Through their extensive sport sponsorships they have “ rewritten the 

rule book on how to sell a product, focusing not on taste, but on the drink’s energy 

given properties while projecting a high-adrenaline image” (Sturdeem, 2012). Red 

Bull is producing content for print, digital, movies, TV, and music. They are known for 

their innovative marketing, PR and extensive advertising (Bell, 2012).  

Because of the immense breadth of content that Red Bull media house produce, I will 

focus on the main Red Bull accounts/profiles on social media (Red Bull sports and 

lifestyle), though not implying that content created by Red Bull on other pages is 

irrelevant to the brands social media impact. This can be Red Bull Racing’s own sites, 

Red Bull Music or local accounts. The main international accounts/profiles is where 

Red Bull highlights it’s most important content and mainly engages their target 

audience, and that is the reason why these platforms are the main focus of this report. 

1.1 Red Bull’s media goals 

CEO of Red Bull, Diedrick Maeschitz, expressed that the company’s overall goal is to 

“establish a global media network, which covers all individual segments as print, TV, 

mobile, music and new media” (Mateschitz quoted by Iezzi, 2012).  

Moreover, Red Bull has a social media goal of “producing and distributing high 

quality and unique content for their different channels as well as for their partners” 

(Mateschitz quoted by Iezzi, 2012). Red Bull Media House has the main 



responsibility of creating this content and of “producing and distributing all the content 

Red Bull is able to provide, and meaningfully engage with the loyal fan base around 

the world” (Miller, 2012)  

1.2 Target audience 

Red Bull’s initial target market was the college crowd aged 18-23. However, as sales 

grew, they invested in sponsoring sports and entertainment events, and their target 

market shifted to being young urban professionals (Bell, 2012). This means that they 

reached out a broader target group, but still kept their focus on young consumers 

with a busy lifestyle who were interested in high adrenaline sports and were active on 

social media. Even though their primary audience is young urban professionals, Red 

Bull states that the beverage is “suited for athletes, professionals, students and 

everybody who needs some energy- in America, Europe, Australia, Africa and Japan” 

(Red Bull 2013).  

2. Extent of social media activity 

2.1 Platforms 

Red Bull has an immense activity on social media, and they follow a distinctive way 

of sharing content that is related to their slogans “Red Bull Gives You Wings” and 

“No Red Bull No Wings” (Red Bull, 2013). They share the same content on most of 

their platforms, where they connect an engage with their loyal fan base. Red Bull has 

a social media presence on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, Google+, 

Foursquare, Pinterest, Klout and LinkedIn. In this report I will analyse their activity on 

the platforms where they have the most activity and the biggest fan base, and that is 

on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, Google+ and Foursquare (Appendix: 

Chart 7.0). Moreover they also have a main website with an immense activity where 

they post content about all the different sports they sponsor, athlete profiles, events, 

games and where they further describes the content shared on social media through 

articles or videos (Red Bull, 2013). The videos that can be viewed on the website 

originate from YouTube, and can take the viewers to their channel on the platform. 

Red Bull’s website is made to easily transport viewers to their Facebook, Twitter, 

Google + and Instagram site by clicking on the blog-roll symbols. 



2.2 Timeline  

This report has been compiled after a three-week period of collecting data, followed 

by one week of analysing the information gathered. The monitoring started on the 

17th of January and ended on the 7th of February 2013. Moreover, the report is 

structured in three main parts: the first part is an overview of the data collected. The 

second part is an analysis of the data concerning consumer engagement, audience 

segmentation, content posted, message resonation and consumer tone and 

sentiment in response to the published content. Finally the report will give a 

conclusion and recommendation in relation to what the data has indicated in terms of 

how successful their social media presence is.  

3. Tracking and measuring 

3.1 Engagement 

Consumer engagement is to what extent the audience response to the content 

posted by the company. Engagement can be measured through how much the 

audience like, share, comment, view and re-tweet. I have measured the engagement 

of Red Bull fans by measuring comments, likes and shares on Facebook and re-

tweets, favourites and comments on Twitter. Moreover I have measured views, 

comments and likes on YouTube, views, comments and hash-tags on Instagram and 

likes on Foursquare. This gives an indication of how effective Red Bull’s messaging 

on social media is. 

3.2 Audience Segmentation 

This report will show how Red Bull has segmented their target audience and to what 

extent they are reaching out to them through the right platforms. It is important for 

Red Bull to know if they are reaching the right audience, and this can be done by 

using monitoring tools as Alexa and Twitalyzer, who gives indications of who the 

actual audience is on social media and their website.  

3.3 Content 

Content is everything a company post of videos, images, text, songs and links. The 

content must be relevant to the company’s target audience. I have measured how 

much content Red Bull produces, how it is relevant to their audience, and over how 

many platforms the content is linked. 



3.4 Message resonation 

It is important to monitor the message resonation to see how the messages that Red 

Bull sends out is being kept intact through audience sharing. This has been 

measured through how many re-tweets Red Bull’s posts have gotten, if fans have 

quoted from tweets, mentioned the post or linked the post. Furthermore, the actual 

reach and the strength of the message has been monitored through tools on Social 

Mention, and the reach has also been measured through looking at the increase in 

followers over the three-week period.  

3.5 Tone and sentiment 

Tone and sentiment means how the audience responds emotionally to the 

company’s content. This can be measured through monitoring 

positive/neutral/negative comments and likes/dislikes. Tools as Twitrratr and Social 

Mention have been used to measure the audience’s tone and sentiment.  

4. Results 

Week One 17th of January -23rd of January 
Facebook 

During week one, Red Bull posted 8 pictures on Facebook, which got a total of 100 

365 likes, 6 547 shares and 1 523 comments. The most popular picture was of a 

fighter jet racing a F1 Red Bull show car, with the text: “Epic Matchup” (Image 4.0). 

The picture got 39 292 likes, 2 656 shares and 497 comments. The comments were 

mostly fans discussing which of the two that would win the race. Most of the fans that 

commented thought that the F1 was going to win, and it was mostly positive 

comments about the fact that the picture was very cool (Image 4.0). The other 

pictures posted were of athletes that Red Bull sponsors who showed bike stunts, 

snowboarding tricks and skydiving. All the pictures got a lot of positive feedback, 

however they got some negative comments as well about the stunts being 

irresponsible. 

Twitter 

Red Bull posted 74 tweets during week one from their main Twitter account. In 

general, Red Bull posted an estimated 65% tweets where they commented on fan 



tweets, and 35% tweets concerning their own content (Graph 7.1). Red Bull’s 

comments on fan tweets where mostly questions like “Cool stunt! What inspires you?” 

or “Rad! What gives you wings?” They also commented a lot on sport related and 

school related tweets, where they commented that it might help with some extra 

energy (implies that they should drink Red Bull) (Image 4.1). Red Bull got a total of 5 

159 likes and 2 008 shares during week one. The tweets from Red Bull that got the 

most likes and shares where short and funny sentences or topics that their audience 

could relate to like “ Whistle while you twerk”, and “Friday, we thought you never get 

here”. Moreover, pictures and videos links also got a lot of re-tweets and comments 

on Twitter. The most popular tweet this week was a tweet-pic called “Superheroes 

does exist”, and pictured a man in a wing suit jumping out of an airplane. The picture 

was made as a “meme”, and had the text “I must go, my people need me” written on 

it, to make the audience associate the jumper with a super hero (Image 4.3). 

Furthermore, fans posted an estimated 605 tweets per hour about Red Bull during 

week one, and from graph 7.2 we could see that fans tweeted most about Red Bull 

on the 19th of January, mostly about of the big Hockey Game that was coming up 

between Red Bull Salzburg and Dornbirn hockey on the 21st of January.  

Instagram 

Red Bull posted 5 pictures on Instagram in week one. These pictures got a total of 

136 504 likes (Graph 7.10), and a majority of the pictures was of extreme sport 

athletes that Red Bull sponsor doing tricks. These pictures were also posted on to 

Facebook, their webpage and some on Twitter and Google+. All the pictures where 

connected to their motto “Red Bull gives you wings”, and was “hashtagged” with the 

slogan. The picture that got the most shares and likes was the picture of a man 

walking on a line between two mountains with the moon in the background, and the 

text #moonwalking #givesyouwings. The picture got 41 253 likes and 485 comments. 

Red Bull also engaged their audience through encouraging them to “hashtag” their 

photos with #givesyouwings when they were drinking Red Bull or take picture of an 

activity where the slogan was suitable. In week one, 495 pictures were uploaded by 

consumers with the “hashtag” #givesyouwings (Image 4.2, Graph 7.12)  

 

 



YouTube 

During week one, Red Bull uploaded 9 videos on YouTube of a variety of action 

sports and two episodes of Red Bulls own series Jacksons Hole and Red Bull 

playgrounds. Jackson’s Hole is a series about Red Bull snowboard rider Henry 

Jackson, and Red Bull Playgrounds is about the hometowns of famous athletes 

sponsored by Red Bull. This week’s episode of Jacksons Hole was about his trip to 

Japan for the Burton Rail Finals. The episode of Red Bull playgrounds was about 

MBT prodigy Brandon Semenuk’s hometown in BC.  The most popular video in week 

1 was a video of trials biking in Greenland with Red Bull sponsored rider Petr Kraus. 

The video got 79 000 views the first day, and had 124 261 views, 400 comments and 

4 232 likes at the end of week one. From the beginning of week one to the end, Red 

Bull gained 413 383 views and 9476 new subscribers on their YouTube channel 

(Graph 7.8).  

Google+ 

Red Bull posted 5 videos and 1 picture on Google+ during week one. The content 

posted got a total of 1 713 likes, 419 shares and 193 comments. The most popular 

content they posted this week was the YouTube video trials biking in Greenland with 

Petr Kraus, which also was the most popular on Red Bull’s YouTube channel this 

week. The video got 611 likes, 156 shares and 102 comments on Google +. 

Foursquare 

Red Bull did not post any tips or pictures on Foursquare during week one. However 

they updated ‘about Red Bull’ to be: “Red Bull is the only Foursquare page that 

#GivesYouWings. Stick with us for the latest hot spots, exclusive tips and sweet 

rewards. See you there!” Red Bull had 441 110 likes on Foursquare at the start of 

week one. 

Week Two 24th of January -30th of January 
Facebook  

During week two, Red Bull posted 12 pictures on Facebook, which got a total of 240 

606 likes, 15 661 shares and 2 420 comments.  As we can see, there was a lot more 

activity on Facebook this week compared to week one, and Red Bull got 140 241 



more likes this week (Graph 7.4). Their most popular picture posted was of a big 

group of skydivers who had jumped out of an airplane. The picture had the text: “how 

many skydivers does it take to break a world record? The picture had a link to the 

Red Bull website where there was an article and a video about the jump: “Skydivers 

fall out of the blue and into the record books”.  The new record setting jump was 

organised by Red Bull and GoPro cameras. The comments on the picture were 

mostly positive as for example: “Epic!” and  “Beautiful!” But there were also more 

sarcastic comments as: “That’s not flying, that’s falling with style” (Image 4.4). 

However, the picture was very popular and true to Red Bulls motto: Red Bull gives 

you wings. The other pictures posted this week were adrenaline filled pictures of Red 

Bull endorsed athletes doing fantastic stunts. 

Twitter 

Red Bull posted 200 tweets on Twitter during week two, with a total of 3 038 likes 

and 1 277 favourites. This was an increase of 126 tweets from Red Bull since week 

one, and their interaction with consumers were much bigger this week as 90% of 

their tweets where comments on fan tweets (Graph 7.1). Red Bull actively 

commented on fan tweets, and they also linked to further content on their website, 

Facebook page our YouTube channel. Regarding their own tweets in week two, they 

were mostly links to their videos on YouTube, and mentions of snowboard 

professional and Red Bull rider Mark McMorris. He was mentioned a lot because the 

X-Games started on the 24th and McMorris was one of the favourite riders at the 

winter X-Games 2013. Red Bull sponsored the event and several of the riders, and 

they saw a huge increase in mentions by fans on twitter during the event on the 24th 

and 25th (Graph 7.2).  

On the other hand, the most popular tweet this week was not related to the X-Games, 

but was as followed: “ Before you die: party with a Jay Gatsby”. This tweet got 477 

re-tweets, 178 favourites and 7 comments. The tweet can be seen as related to the 

brand because Red Bull can engage with their audience by appealing to the segment 

who likes to go out, because 31% of Red Bull is sold for alcohol related purposes 

(Red Bull, 2013).  

 



Instagram 

Red Bull posted 3 pictures on Instagram in week two, and received a total of 33 444 

likes and 293 comments. This was a decrease in likes since last week, however they 

posted two pictures less this week (Graph 7.10 and 7.11). The most popular picture 

was of the skydiving group jump that was also posted on Facebook and on the Red 

Bull website.  The picture got 33 471 likes and 290 comments on Instagram, which 

were mostly positive like for example: “my dream!” and “amazing”. The “hash-tag” 

#givesyouwings where used 918 times by fans this week and that was an increase of 

423 since last week (Table 7.12). 

YouTube 

Red Bull posted 15 videos on YouTube during week two.  The videos were mostly 

snowboard videos because of the X-Games and winter sports being in the spotlight 

(Image 4.5). The most popular video was an episode from Red Bull’s signature series, 

Grilosodes. Grilosodes is a series that follow the life of professional snowboarder 

Marko Grilic, and the video was about a Phantom Snowboard Shoot. It got 137 000 

views during the first week, 1 673 likes, 80 dislikes and 160 comments. The 

comments were mostly positive; with some exceptions of people thinking the video 

was too long.  

Google+ 

During week two, Red Bull posted 1 video and three pictures on Google+, which 

received 1 332 likes, 190 shares and 112 comments. The amount of fan engagement 

had decreased since last week, and the content posted got 318 less comments than 

the week before. The most popular content posted was a picture of a snowboarder 

with the text: “the colours of snowboarding”, and a link to the Red Bull website where 

they could find an article and video containing the trailer from the Chameleon 

Snowboard film with Markus Keller. The picture got 387 likes, 44 shares and 38 

comments on Google+. There were almost only positive comments about the picture. 

Foursquare 

Red Bull posted two tips on Foursquare during week two from St. Paul Minnesota in 

the US. Both of these tips concerned the Red Bull Crashed Ice World Championship 



Tour that was held in St. Paul Minnesota from the 24th to 26th of January. 103 people 

liked these two tips (Image 4.6).  

 

Week Three 31st of January- 7th of February 
Facebook 

Red Bull posted 12 pictures on Facebook during the third week of monitoring, and 

got a total of 193 922 likes, 14 119 shares and 2 006 comments. This means that it 

was a decrease in fan engagement since last week (Graph 7.4 and 7.5) The most 

popular content posted was an autographed picture of Italian motocross driver 

Antonio Cairoli, with the text: “It’s artograph time. Get yours”. The picture had a link to 

the Red Bull webpage where fans could go to buy an autographed picture of their 

favourite athlete and share it with their friends on social media. 

 On the 7th of February Red Bull posted a group picture of UK athletes that Red Bull 

sponsor. The text on the picture said “Red Bull gives you wings- take part and go 

beyond”, with the “hashtag” #getyourwings. The picture linked to Red Bull’s website. 

The link transferred fans to a page called “find your wings/ get your wings”. This page 

is meant to engage fans by making them interested in different kinds of extreme 

sports and offering them short courses with some of the best athletes in the world. 

The page provided links to where fans could apply to join these curses, and they 

could apply on the website, via Facebook, via Twitter of via email. The picture got 

542 likes and 23 shares on the day of posting. 

Twitter 

Red Bull posted 280 tweets during week three, which received a total of 12 040 likes 

and 8 904 favourites. As last week, most of their tweets (89%, Graph 7.1) were 

comments on fan tweets where they asked questions and linked to further content on 

their website, Facebook page or YouTube channel. Moreover, most of their own 

tweets were also engaging their fans by asking questions like: “Who is hitting the 

slopes this weekend? Red Bull had 5 tweets concerning the Super Bowl game that 

was aired on the 3rd of February (Image 4.7).  Their most popular tweet this week 

was a re-tweet of a picture from Red Bull Racing Spy of the new Red Bull RB9 Race 

car that was launched on the 3rd of February. The picture got 1274 likes and 323 



favourites. Another popular tweet in week 3 was a re-tweet from Katy Perry drinking 

Red Bull in her studio with the text “ The studio session has just taken a turn”. The 

picture got 1 153 likes and 298 favourites.  

Instagram 

Red Bull posted 9 pictures on Instagram during week three. These pictures received 

a total of 147 515 likes and 1 108 comments. The most popular picture this week was 

of an athlete who was BMX biking in beautiful scenery with the text: “It’s your lucky 

day: where the Trail Ends is now available on #VOD. The comments that the picture 

got were mostly positive. Moreover, fans used the “hashtag” #givesyouwings 1 413 

times in week 3, which was 495 times more than the week before (Table 7.12).  

YouTube 

Red Bull posted 22 videos on YouTube in week three. The most popular video was 

the newly published official findings from the Red Bull Stratos, who had 120 559 

views, 3398 likes, 110 dislikes and 446 comments at the end of week 3. Videos were 

posted every day, except from the 3rd of February when Red Bull launched their new 

RB9 race car.  

Google+ 

During week three, Red Bull posted 3 pictures and 3 videos on Google+. This content 

got a total of 1 734 likes, 335 shares and 115 comments. This was an increase in fan 

engagement from last week with 402 more likes. The most popular content was a 

picture of a man skydiving with the text: “360 degrees of flight”, with a link to the Red 

Bull webpage and a video where the viewer could watch a skiing/skydiving jump in 

Norway from a 360 degrees angle. The video was very technological innovative and 

got a lot of positive comments. There were also some negative comments about the 

fact that the angle might not be 360 degrees but 180. 

Foursquare 

Red Bull posted 4 tips on Foursquare during week three. All these tips concerned 

their new editions of Red Bull with the taste of cranberry, lime and blueberry. These 

tips were posted from the franchise bar Blue Martini in Palm Beach, Tampa, Orlando 

and Boca Raton in Florida, US. 



Supporting pictures 
Image 4.0 Discussion on Facebook on who is going to win the “race” in the picture 

 

 

Image 4.1 Example of Red Bull’s comments on fan tweets 

 

 



 

 

 

Image 4.2 Instagram feed of fan pictures “hastagged” with #givesyouwings during 

week 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Image 4.3 Most popular twitter post during week 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 4.4 Comment on skydiving picture on Facebook, week 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Image 4.5 YouTube videos posted in the week of the winter X-Games (week 2) 

 

 

 

Image 4.6 Tips on Foursquare during week 2 
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Image!4.7!Red!Bull’s!twitter!feed!during!Super!Bowl!in!week!3!
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5. Narrative 

5.1 Engagement 

When it comes to engagement, the data shows that Red Bull is very successful in 

engaging their audience, and they are also named as one of the top influencers on 

social media by Klout, who gave them a score of 90 out of 100. Klout measure 

brands social presence across all of their networks and how and how much they 

influence their respective audience. 

Red Bull’s social media platforms have the purpose of sharing the same type of 

content, however some of the platforms are used to engage with their audience in 

different ways. They have a one-way communication approach on their Facebook, 

Google+, Instagram profile and YouTube channel, where they do not answer fan 

comments. However, they engage a lot with their audience on Twitter, where most of 

their tweets consist of comments on fan-tweets. Red Bull uses their Twitter account 

to ask and answer questions, give tips about the product and sport related questions. 

When it comes to Red Bull’s own tweets, they also engage fans by tweeting for 

example: “Are you ready for the X-Games?” This makes fans want to comment and 

re-tweet. When it comes to user comments concerning the energy beverage itself (as 

taste or content of the drink), Red Bull mostly communicates through Twitter. Red 

Bull’s twitter account increased with 7237 followers during the three weeks of 

monitoring (Chart 7.3) 

According to the data gathered, Red Bull’s fans comment, like and share the most on 

Facebook. During the three week monitoring period, their number of fans grew with 

319 159, and 34 701 people were talking about the brand on Facebook (Chart 7.6 

and 7.7) Red Bull posts mostly pictures on the platform, but they engage their 

audience by asking questions or linking to further content on different outlets. The 

questions they ask makes fans discuss under the pictures. An example of this is the 

picture posted on the 18th of January of the Race car and Fighter Jet with the text 

Epic Matchup! Who wins? This created a fun discussion under the picture and 

engaged fans (Image 4.1, section 4). However, Red Bull does not have a Facebook 

wall where their fans can comment and ask questions. This minimizes the two-way 

communication between the brand and their target audience on this platform. 



Monster Energy is Red Bulls biggest competitor, and they have a more two-way 

communication with their audience on Facebook, with for example having a wall 

where they can interact with their audience. However, Red Bull is still much more 

popular, with 14 750 691 more followers than Monster Energy on Facebook 

(Facebook, 2013). 

Red Bull gained 5 285 059 views, received 3 836 comments and 89 420 subscribers 

on YouTube during the three week monitoring period (Chart 7.8 and 7.9) Their videos 

were mostly linked to their webpage and were shared to many of their other social 

media platforms. 

5.2 Audience Segmentation 

The data collected shows that the primary audience of Red Bull are male aged 18-

24.They have no children and have attended college. Their brows location is mainly 

at work. Red Bull’s secondary audience is men and women aged 25-34 (Chart, 7.15). 

Their twitter audience is mainly male aged 25-34 (Twitalyzer, 2013). Facebook 

statistics shows that the main audience of the Red Bull’s Facebook page is 18-24 

years old (Facebook 2013). This is the actual audience of Red Bull’s platforms, and it 

shows that they are managing to reach out to their target group; young urban 

professionals.  

As mentioned earlier, Red Bull uses a wide range of social media platforms to reach 

out and engage their audience in different ways. Through the data gathered there is 

a clear indication that Red Bull is successful in their strategy of reaching their target 

audience through using the right platforms. Their adrenaline filled videos, amazing 

photographs and ground-breaking stories relate to extreme sport and events. This 

engages their audience and make them want to discuss and share. Red Bull is 

always up to date and looking for new ways to shock and amuse their audience with 

stunts and tricks from their sponsored athletes, and it is working very well.  

5.3 Content 

I have measured how much content Red Bull produces, how it is relevant to their 

audience, and over how many platforms the content is linked. Red Bull creates great 

content that mostly concerns their sponsorship of athletes or events. They create 

good written content, take shareable photos and create viral videos, and link their 



content to different platforms. It is clear that the brand is passionate about extreme 

sports, and they engage their audience and share this passion with them. 

They post most content on Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, Google+ and Instagram. 

Moreover, Red Bull is not very active on Foursquare. During the three-week period of 

measuring they posted six tips from the US. This is not a lot of activity compared to 

what they post on other platforms. Furthermore, they share different content on 

Foursquare than they do on the other channels, but they still follow the slogan of 

“Red Bull Gives You Wings”.  Here they focus more on the segment of their audience 

who likes to go out, and they post tips from nightclubs concerning new special 

editions of Red Bull etc. However, they also post information about upcoming sport 

events on Foursquare, but not as frequently as they do on the other social media 

platforms.  

5.4 Message resonation 

Red Bull has been re-tweeted 20 237 times during the three-week monitoring period 

(Graph 7.1), and that means that they have been re-tweeted an estimated 919 times 

per day and 6 745 times per week. Their most popular tweet was a re-tweet about 

the new Red bull race car RB9 that was launched on the 3rd of February. This tweet 

received 1 183 re-tweets, and the launch of the new race car was extremely popular 

amongst the audience on all of their social platforms, except on YouTube where they 

did not post any video on that day. I have monitored Red Bull on Social Mention 

every day from the 17th of January to the 7th of February, and they have an average 

reach of 61% and message strength of 20% (Chart 7.16) 

Red Bull repeats their messages on their different platforms by sharing the same 

content on most of them (even though their level of personal interaction with their 

audience varies from the different platforms). The fact that they share the same 

content makes the messaging much stronger, and makes their audience share more. 

All of the monitored platforms have seen a growth in number of subscribers, fans and 

followers over the course of the three weeks. Red Bull gained 319 159 followers on 

Facebook (Graph 7.6), 89 429 on YouTube (Graph 7.8), 19 312 on Google + (Graph 

7.14), 11000 on Instagram (Graph 7.13) and 7 237 followers on Twitter (Graph 7.3). 



5.5 Tone and sentiment 

The data collected shows that Red Bull’s audience post mostly neutral or positive 

comments, and give more likes than dislikes (Chart 7.17). The numbers shows that 

the ratio is 4:1 between those who are generally positive to those who are generally 

negative (Chart 7.16) However, these numbers can be inaccurate because the tools 

may be insufficient in measuring the true sentiment. As seen from their comments on 

social media, it seems like the comments and likes that Red Bull gets are mostly 

positive.  

6.0 Conclusion and Recommendation 
In this report I have given an analysis of Red Bull’s social media activity on their most 

popular platforms, over the course of three weeks. This report is now going to look at 

how effective their social media activities are in promoting Red Bull’s values and 

engaging and communicating with their audience. 

Red Bull is very successful in sharing content that connects with their slogan “Red 

Bull gives you wings”, and they use this as a universal tagline in all their content 

creating activities. Red Bull creates very popular written content, takes shareable 

pictures, develop viral videos and sponsor big and small events. They have a 

passion for what they do, and this also helps engage the audience to feel the same 

passion for the created content. 

Red Bull’s content sharing strategy on Facebook is very simple yet effective, and 

they are delivering the needs of their target audience by posting mostly pictures that 

they can comment on, share and like. They engage their consumers by asking 

questions to bring attention to their links to gain comments and shares. However, 

they do not answer fan comments on this platform, and they do not operate with a 

Facebook wall. Red Bull also use this way of one-way communication on Google+ 

YouTube, Instagram and Foursquare. 

Moreover, Red Bull engage in a lot more two-way communication with their audience 

on Twitter, as most of their activity on this platform is comments on fan-tweets 

(Graph 7.1) When it comes to their own tweets, they use the same approach on 

Twitter as on Facebook, by asking questions directed to their fans, wanting them to 



re-tweet or comment. They have a rather proactive approach on Twitter by making 

their audience aware of big events coming up. 

The data collected a shows that Red Bull’s media strategy is very successful, and 

therefore this report recommends that they continue with their strategies. However, 

since Red Bull is one of the top influencers on Social media (Klout, 2013), they 

should consider creating a blog, as they do not have one at the moment. Red Bull 

should make a conversation blog where consumers could discuss and ask questions 

about the product, upcoming events and about the Red Bull Media House in general. 

Here they could write longer posts and get longer answers than the short 140 

characters they can write on Twitter. Red Bull’s interaction with consumers on Twitter 

is very good, but a blog could help empowering Red Bull’s audience even further by 

giving them a stronger voice and making them feel like they are engaging more 

personally in the brand. 
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7.1!Total!tweets!from!Red!Bull!each!week!and!how!many!of!them!that!was!their!own!
tweets!and!Red!Bull’s!comments!on!fan=tweets!
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7.2!Estimated!average!of!tweets!per!hour!mentioning!Red!Bull.!Average!measured!every!
day!from!the!17th!of!January!to!7th!of!February!
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7.3!Red!Bull’s!Twitter!followers!(Social!Bakers,!2013)!
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7.4!!!Facebook!likes.!Decrease!in!engagement!because!of!less!posted!content!from!Red!
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7.5!Facebook!comments!and!shares.!Decrease!because!of!less!posted!content!from!Red!
Bull.!
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7.6!Red!Bull’s!Facebook!followers!(Social!bakers,!2013)!
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7.7!People!talking!about!Red!Bull!on!Facebook!(Social!Bakers,!2013)!
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7.8!Red!Bull’s!YouTube!subscribers!(Social!Bakers,!2013)!
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7.9!Red!Bull’s!YouTube!views!(Social!Bakers,!2013)!
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7.10!Weekly!likes!on!new!Instagram!pictures!
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7.12!Instagram!followers!using!the!Red!Bull!“hashtag”!#Givesyouwings!
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7.13!Weekly!increase!in!Instagram!Followers!
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7.14!Red!Bull’s!Google!+!followers!
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7.15!Red!Bull’s!target!audience!measured!from!website!visits!(Alexa,!2013)!
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7.16!Example!of!Red!Bull’s!message!strength,!audience!sentiment,!audience!passion!and!
reach!(Social!Mention,!2013)!
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7.17!Sentiment!measured!by!Twitrratr!(2013)! !
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